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Disclaimer: As automated blood cell counts are nowaydays exclusively performed on 
commercial platforms, multiple images used in this presentation are from commercial 
origin. These do not reflect any preference or quality judgement and are mainly
intended to illustrate general principles.



Introduction



Hemoglobin

Thrombocytes

Hct/RBC

WBC

Differentiation

Reticulocytes

What are we talking about?

“CBC”

Reimbursed parameters ‘Associated’ parameters 

MCV, MCH, MCHC

MPV

Immature reticulocyte fraction

Immature platelet fraction

…



Berekende parametersCalculated parameters



Evolution
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Continuous evolution

Inpeco.com



Major reduction in TAT

Major decrease in CV% => enhanced reliability of results

Sample throughput

Smaller blood volumes

Additional information (‘associated’ parameters)

Pre-analytical control

…

Advantages of automation and technical evolutions

30/10 29/10
Hgb (g/dL) 8 12
Hct 32 42
RBC 3.5 x 106 5 x 106

WBC 6.5 x 103 8 x 103

TROC 220 x 103 250 x 103

Manual processing Full automation



Part 1: Technical details and principles of automated
hematology Analyzers



General principles
Each analyzer uses a combination of detection principles to separate and count the 

individual cells in blood, based on the unique properties of these cells (size, granularity, RNA-
content,…)

These detection principles are chosen to be cheap, quick, reproducible, robust and
automatable

Most of these properties are not absolute specific for a cell-type (eg CD41 based
measurement of PLT vs size-based measurement)

If cells shows ‘abnormal’ properties (eg, giant thromobcytes, cells with increased metabolic
activity,…), these may (or may not) behave differently in a specific measurement technique
and lead to spurious counts. 

Designed to count ‘normal’ cells and detect presence of abnormal cells (morphology/FCM: 
identify and type abnormal cells)
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Hemoglobin
• Colorimetry



Colorimetry

Reference-method: cyaanmethemoglobine method
• Stable cyano-Hb complex after RBC-lysis, measurement of 

absorption at specific wavelength
• Difficult to automate (=slow reaction)
• Need for toxic CN-chemicals

Blood cells, Bain

In routine practice: CN-free methods and reagents



Bron: Sysmex



Interferentie by turbidity, eg lipemia
Bron: Sysmex



RBC-PLT
• Impedance
• Light Scatter
• Fluorescence



Bron: Sysmex

Impedance (RBC-PLT) (Sysmex, Abbott, 
Beckman)



Impedance (RBC-PLT) (Sysmex, Abbott, 
Beckman)

Bron: Sysmex



RBC Histogram

Bron: SysmexMeasurement of particles with the size
of RBC ≠ RBC



Cave: RBC >> PLT

Impedance = ‘particle’ counter 

Prone to interferences



Light scatter (RBC-PLT) (Siemens, Abbott)

Bron: Abbott



• RBC, MCV, Hgb (and MCHC) measured
• Hct, MCHC (calculated), MCH are 

calculated
• Availability of measured and calculated

MCHC allows for internal quality control

Abbott: impedance and light scattering

Bron Abbott



Bron Abbott

Light scattering allows for better discrimination between PLT and RBC (fragments)



Fluorescence (PLT) (Sysmex)



Scattering, Impedance, Fluorescence: does it matter?



Spurious PLT-count, Example 1

PLT Abn distribution

Underestimation of PLT-count by impedance method due to macrothrombocytes



PLT Abn distribution (2)

• Histogram similar to (1)
• Interference by RBC-

fragments: PLT-I > PLT-F

Spurious PLT-count, Example 2

Source Sysmex



WBC

• Flow cytometry
• Light Scatter
• Impedance



Fluorescence flow-cytometry (WBC) 
(Sysmex)

Source: Sysmex



Source: Sysmex



Combination of:
-selective lysis
-fluorescence intensity (dyes with RNA/DNA specificity)
-FSC en SSC

Lysis and staining Perforation of cell membrane and staining

Perforation of cell membrane based on lipid
content and staining

Source: Sysmex



Source: Sysmex



Cytochemistry - flow-cytometry (WBC) 
(Siemens)

FSC vs
peroxidase

FSC vs SSC na selectieve 
lyse



Fluorescence – Light Scattering (WBC) 
(Abbott)

Source: Abbott



Source: Abbott



FSC vs fluo SSc vs FSCFSC vs IAS

Source: Abbott



Source: Abbott

Combination of multiple plots and cluster analysis are used for quantification and flagging
performance. 



Impedance – Light Scattering (WBC) 
(Beckman)

Blood cells, B Bain



Comparative performance





Example to illustrate the ‘power’ of current techniques

Male, 43yrs, referred from GP due to pancytopenia,
Recent travel: infectious? Acute leukemia? MDS? 

patient

normal

Represent lymphocytes with high Ssc:
‘signature’ scattergram of HCL

Only 1 ‘typical’ Hairy Cell



Conclusions

Multiple techniques, each with their own strengths and weakness

Calculated vs measured parameters may be analyzer specific

Quantification, differentation and flagging performance is based on “behaviour” of a 
cell population in a specific measuring method

Scattergram/plots from an automated analyzer are an important source of information 
and may be an aid in interpretation for difficult cases. 



Part 2: Hemato-analyzer vs microscopic
differentiation

Sciencedirect.com



Microscopy – golden standard?

It’s all about the number: Rümke table

-Aplasia samples ?!



Cell-distribution on slide

Microscopy – golden standard?



Pre-analytical issues, eg smudge cells in 
CLL (and other lymphomas/reactive
conditions)

In most cases, microscopy is not the golden standard to count cell-populations

Microscopy – golden standard?

Analyzer diff

Microscopy diff



Microscopy vs Analyzer diff

Counting = Analyzer
except: -quantification of sub-populations that cannot be quantified by the analyzer

(blasts, meta/myelo/promyelo,…)

-populations cannot be clustered by the analyser

Screening for and detection/confirmation of morphologic abnormalities = 
microscopy

Even in the presence of abnormal cells, it may be better to describe the 
morphology and to report the analyzer diff (prototype example, CLL)



Part 3: Workflow-organisation



Major “threat” in highly automated setting

One tends to loose control on individual samples -> results are reported (and acted on) before results can be
reviewed by the supervisor

Key to know and understand technical details, strengths and weaknesses, patient population, risk factors for
spurious counts, … to implement an optimal workflow with minimal risk on clinically relevant errors.

Process of continuous review, improvement and communication



Which samples need “review”?

Review: microscopy, scattergram review by technician/biologist, alternative methods,…

Indications: -Screening for abnormal cells
-WBC differentiation if analyzer fails to cluster
-explain observed flags and estimate impact
-exclude interferences

Design of a rule set
Technical rules (ie reported results may not be reliable)

“morphological” rules (ie presence of abnormal WBC populations)

“biological” rules (ie unexpected or abnormal results-> close the gap in technical and morphological rules)



Technical rules (analyzer specific)

PLT Abnormal distribution

normal Presence of RBC-
fragments

Reflex with another method/review of plausibility necessary



Technical rules (fabrikant-specifiek)

Increased MCHC (1) (or discrepancy measured MCHC vs calculated MCHC)

Impedance: will be counted
as 1 event

After incuation at 37°C

Hb reliable, RBC not



37°C KT

• Lipemia interference
• RBC ok, Hgb not

Technical rules (fabrikant-specifiek)

Increased MCHC (1) (or discrepancy measured MCHC vs calculated MCHC)



WBC subpopulation behave differently compared to normale samples (higher RNA 
content, more/less granularity, larger cells,…) => Requires microscopy review

Population specific exceptions are possible:
No differentiation of Immature Granulocytes
Patient known with normoblasts -> no confirmation/screening
Known CLL-patients -> report analyzer diff/confirm morphology
…

“Morphological” rules



“Morphological” rules

Blast/Abn Lymph

IG

…

CLL

Reactive

HCL



Biological rules



Biological rules
• Based on patient characteristics



• Based on quantitative abormalities

Biological rules



Diagnostic PB-sample of AML-M3 (hypoleukocytair)

3% promyelo/blasts -> no ‘morphological’ rules

‘biological’ rules
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